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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the design and synthesis of
a photostable, far-red to near-infrared (NIR) platform for
optical voltage sensing. We developed a new, sulfonated silicon
rhodamine fluorophore and integrated it with a phenyl-
enevinylene molecular wire to create a Berkeley Red Sensor of
Transmembrane potential, or BeRST 1 (“burst”). BeRST 1 is
the first member of a class of far-red to NIR voltage sensitive
dyes that make use of a photoinduced electron transfer (PeT)
trigger for optical interrogation of membrane voltage. We
show that BeRST 1 displays bright, membrane-localized
fluorescence in living cells, high photostability, and excellent
voltage sensitivity in neurons. Depolarization of the plasma
membrane results in rapid fluorescence increases (24% ΔF/F
per 100 mV). BeRST 1 can be used in conjunction with fluorescent stains for organelles, Ca2+ indicators, and voltage-sensitive
fluorescent proteins. In addition, the red-shifted spectral profile of BeRST 1, relative to commonly employed optogenetic
actuators like ChannelRhodopsin2 (ChR2), which require blue light, enables optical electrophysiology in neurons. The high
speed, sensitivity, photostability and long-wavelength fluorescence profiles of BeRST 1 make it a useful platform for the
noninvasive, optical dissection of neuronal activity.

■ INTRODUCTION

Rapid changes in the membrane potential (Vmem) of excitable
cells like neurons and cardiomyocytes play a central role in
defining cellular signaling and physiological profiles of these
specialized cells. Classically, Vmem is monitored and measured
via patch clamp electrophysiology, in which a microelectrode
attached to the cell of interest enables highly sensitive
recordings of membrane voltage with exquisite temporal
resolution.1 However, the use of electrodes is highly invasive,
limits records to the soma of a single cell (space clamp error),2

and is extremely low throughput. Optical techniques for
recording voltage represent a feasible solution to these
problems, because they are minimally invasive, requiring
delivery of a sensor and photons, and can be high
throughput.3,4 Ca2+ imaging has long been used as a surrogate
for direct optical measurement of voltage, in part because the
robust imaging agents, whether based on small molecules5−7 or
on fluorescent proteins,8 are sensitive, applicable to a wide
range of biological contexts, and come in a variety of colors.9

The use of Ca2+ imaging provides only an imperfect
approximation of Vmem changes, since intracellular [Ca2+]
([Ca2+]i) rises are triggered by the depolarization of Vmem.

10

Additionally, because [Ca2+]i transients last for hundreds of
milliseconds and because the Ca2+ sensors themselves can
buffer the rise and fall of [Ca2+]i, resolving fast spiking neuronal

events becomes impossible or difficult, requiring extensive
deconvolution protocols.11,12

Direct voltage imaging, therefore, is attractive, because it can
provide a direct readout of Vmem while still achieving the spatial
resolution, high throughput and minimal invasiveness of Ca2+

imaging.3,4 Recently, there has been renewed interest in the
development of fluorescent voltage sensors, through the use of
small molecules,13−17 fluorescent proteins,18,19 combinations of
the two,20,21 or opsins.22

Our lab is developing VoltageFluors,23 or VF dyes, a small
molecule platform for voltage sensing that relies on photo-
induced electron transfer (PeT)24 modulated by changes in
Vmem to achieve fast, sensitive, nondisruptive voltage sensing.
While the original VF dyes13,23 have already proved useful in
cultured neurons,13,23 brain slices,23 ex vivo leech nervous
system25 and mouse pancreatic models,26 a significant
limitation is an excitation and emission profile that lies in the
blue/green region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Because VF
dyes are excited in the 480 to 515 nm range and emit around
530 nm, this significantly overlaps with a number of useful
optical tools, such as GFP, robust Ca2+ sensors like Oregon
Green BAPTA27 and the GCaMP family,8,28,29 and optogenetic
tools like ChannelRhodopsin2 (ChR2).30,31 Additionally, for
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imaging in thicker biological samples like tissue slices or whole
animals, excitation and emission profiles (650 to 900 nm) are
desirable because lower energy photons reduce tissue damage,
scatter less, are absorbed by fewer endogenous chromophores,
and produce lower levels of autofluorescence.32 Voltage
sensitive dyes that possess excitation and emission profiles in
the near-infrared (NIR) window would enable integration with
current optical tools and avoid complications associated with
imaging at shorter wavelengths.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design and Synthesis of Sulfonated Silicon Rhod-
amine. Here, we report the design and development of
Berkeley Red Sensor of Transmembrane potential 1 (BeRST 1,
“burst”), a new voltage-sensitive sulfonated silicon rhodamine
(Si-rhodamine) fluorophore. Si-rhodamines have gained
attention recently because they display photostable, far-red to
NIR fluorescence that can be readily modulated by PeT.33

BeRST 1 features a Si-rhodamine33,34 core bearing a sulfonic
acid on the meso aryl ring. This sulfonated Si-rhodamine, which
we term Berkeley Red, or BR (Scheme 1), provides far-red to
NIR excitation and emission profiles on account of the Si-
substituted xanthene, and improved retention of the dye at the
extracellular surface of cell membranes, due to the anionic
sulfonate (see below).13,23

BR was synthesized in three steps from intermediates 1 and
3, which are available in 1 and 4 steps, respectively, from
reported procedures.35,36 The key step in the synthesis of BR
core with attendant sulfonate is the nucleophilic addition of an
organolithium intermediate, derived from lithium-halogen
exchange on 1, to xanthone 3 that had been activated with

triflic anhydride. Deprotection of the isopropyl ester with BBr3
provided BR in 9%, over three steps (Scheme 1).
BR displays an absorbance profile centered at 658 nm and an

extinction coefficient of 150 000 M−1 cm−1 in aqueous buffer
(Figure 1a, 50 mM TBS, pH 7.5, 0.1% SDS). BR features far-
red to NIR fluorescence, emitting strongly at 681 nm (Φfl =
0.24 in TBS/SDS buffer and 0.32 in methanol). A key
requirement for the use of BR in voltage sensing applications is
that BR not cyclize to the nonfluorescent state in low dielectic
environments like the cell membrane. Although this spirocy-
lization is a useful property for superresolution microscopy,37,38

cyclization leads to a more hydrophobic conformation and
encourages the passage of the voltage sensor through the
plasma membrane. Staining of internal membranes and cytosol
then sharply increases background fluorescence and limits the
useful signal one can extract from an imaging experiment. As
predicted, placement of a sulfonate group on the meso aryl ring
prevented spirocyclization, with no change in absorbance
observed in either acidic or basic environments (pH 2.5 to 9)
(Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1c and e). BR
absorbance remains unchanged (SI Figure S1b and d) through
a range of solvent dielectric constants from ε = 6 (10% water/
dioxane v/v) to ε = 71 (90% water/dioxane v/v),39 confirming
that BR conformation displays minimal dependence on solvent
polarity. The environmental insensitivity of BR stands in stark
contrast to carboxy Si-Rhodamine derivatives, which display
massive absorbance fluctuations upon changes in the dielectric
constant of the solvent.37 The spirocyclization is effectively
minimized by replacement of carboxyl with sulfonate. We
further confirmed that BR’s sulfonic acid renders it cell-
impermeant, as HEK cells bathed in BR showed negligible
cytosolic fluorescence. (SI Figure S2)

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Berkeley Red Sensor of Transmembrane Potential 1 (BeRST 1)
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Design and Synthesis of BeRST 1. Having established
that sulfonated Si-rhodamine BR possesses bright, long-
wavelength fluorescence and absorbance that does not vary
with pH or solvent dielectric, we further elaborated BR with a
phenylenevinylene molecular wire to generate BeRST 1. The
key brominated Berkeley Red (bromo-BR, Scheme 1) was
synthesized in 15% yield via chelation-assisted lithiation of 2.
Lithiation was accomplished in CH2Cl2 at −20 °C, with triflic
anhydride used to activate 3 for addition of the organolithium
species. A variety of other conditions involving different
combinations of solvents (THF, CH2Cl2), reagents (n-BuLi,
iPrMgCl·LiCl40), additives (MgSO4), and temperatures (−78
°C, −40 and 22 °C) all gave no reaction, insufficient yield, or
complicated mixtures.
Regioselective lithiation under the optimized reaction

conditions was confirmed by quenching the generated lithium
species with acid to give a product consistent by 1H NMR with

ortho-lithiation (SI Spectrum 10).41 Pd-catalyzed Heck coupling
of bromo-BR with methoxy-substituted phenylenevinylene
dimethyl aniline molecular wire 4available in 3 steps
according to established procedures23provided BeRST 1 in
62% yield, after purification on silica gel. BeRST 1 exhibits
spectral properties similar to the parent BR dye, with excitation
and emission centered at 658 and 683 nm (Figure 1a compare
to SI Figure S1a). Compared to BR, the quantum yield of
BeRST 1 is substantially reduced, at 0.017 and 0.022 in aqueous
buffer and MeOH, respectively.

Cellular Characterization of BeRST 1. BeRST 1 localizes
to cell membranes when bath applied to HEK cells (Figure 1c).
Importantly, BeRST 1 fluorescence remained localized to the
cell membrane throughout the course of imaging experiments.
This is in contrast to the BR fluorophore in isolation, which
displays negligible cellular fluorescence after loading under
identical conditionsfurther establishing the ability of the
sulfonate in BeRST 1 and BR to prevent dye internalization (SI
Figure S2a vs c).
BeRST 1 shows excellent photostability (Figure 1b), with a

bleaching half-life of approximately 5 min under intense
illumination conditions (I = 162 W/cm2, 631 nm LED).
Which is approximately an order of magnitude higher than
intensities used for BeRST 1 imaging in concert with other
optical tools (see Figures 4, 7 and 8). By comparison, VF2.1.Cl,
which has a similar voltage sensitivity, 27% ΔF/F per 100 mV,
has a bleaching half-life of <60 s under identical illumination
intensities (I = 162 W/cm2, 475 nm LED). Since BeRST 1 has
a larger extinction coefficient than VF2.1.Cl at the incident
irradiation (150 000 vs 98 000), this comparison slightly
underestimates the photostability of BeRST 1 (Si-rhodamine)
relative to VF2.1.Cl (fluorescein).
To determine the voltage sensitivity of BeRST 1, we

performed whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology on HEK
cells loaded with 1 μM BeRST 1 (Figure 2a and b).
Depolarization of voltage-clamped HEK cells with BeRST 1
results in prompt increases in fluorescence, while hyper-
polarization gives fluorescence decreases (Figure 2b, SI Movie
S1). BeRST 1 has a voltage sensitivity of approximately 24% ±
5% ΔF/F per 100 mVcomparable to first generation blue
light-excitable VoltageFluorsand is linear over a physiolog-
ically relevant range spanning ±100 mV (Figure 2b).

Voltage Imaging with BeRST 1 in Neurons. BeRST 1
stained cell membranes of cultured hippocampal neurons
equally well (Figure 3a and b). Whole-cell patch-clamp
electrophysiology on cultured neurons loaded with BeRST 1
established that BeRST 1 can detect action potentials (APs) in
single trials. Action potentials were evoked under current clamp
mode, and the resulting optical response matched the recorded
Vmem changes exactly (Figure 3d). Optically recorded action
potentials (1.8 kHz optical sampling) were indistinguishable
from a simultaneously recorded traditional electrophysiological
trace. When measured electrophysiologically, the fwhm
duration of action potentials were 1.65 ± 0.15 ms, while
optical action potential records gave values of 1.97 ± 0.14 ms
(n = 7 cells each condition). The difference of 0.32 ms is far less
than our optical sampling interval of 0.56 ms, and therefore
within the error of measurement for our current imaging
apparatus. Optical responses from BeRST 1 for action
potentials under these conditions were approximately 9.5%
ΔF/F (±1.2%, n = 7 cells).
Using whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology without

imaging, we established that the presence of BeRST 1 has no

Figure 1. In vitro and cellular characterization of BeRST 1.
Absorbance (blue) and emission (red) spectra of (a) BeRST 1 in
aqueous buffer (50 mM TBS, pH 7.5, 0.1% SDS). Excitation was
provided at 635 nm. (b) Photostability of BeRST 1 and VF2.1.Cl dyes
in HEK cells. Cells were loaded with 200 nM BeRST 1 or VF2.1.Cl
and then illuminated continuously for 10 min at either 631 nm
(BeRST 1) or 475 nm (VF2.1.Cl) at 162 W/cm2. Images were
acquired at 20 s intervals. The normalized fluorescence intensity from
dye-loaded cells was plotted vs time. Magenta circles represent BeRST
1-stained cells and green circles represent VF2.1.Cl-stained cells. Error
bars are standard error of the mean for n = 6 separate experiments.
Multicolor epifluorescence imaging with BeRST 1. HEK cells were
loaded with 1 μM BeRST 1, 1 μM Hoechst 33342, and 5 μM
Rhodamine 123. (c) BeRST 1 fluorescence localized to the cell
membrane, (d) Rhodamine 123 fluorescence localized to mitochon-
dria, (e) Hoechst 33342 fluorescence localized to the nucleus, and (f)
transmitted light DIC of HEK cells. Scale bar is 10 μm.
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discernible effect on the ability of neurons to fire action
potentials or on the measured properties of the action
potentials. We found no difference in peak action potential

amplitude, duration, rise time, decay time or cellular
capacitance when comparing the electrophysiological response
to stimulation in neurons with or without 1 μM BeRST 1 (n =
12 and 11 dye-free and dye-loaded neurons, SI Figure S3).
Action potentials were readily detectable under field stimulation
conditions as well, giving 17.8% ΔF/F (±1.6%, n = 5 cells)
(Figure 3c). In most cases, a repolarization is visible following
the action potential, further highlighting the utility of BeRST 1
to detect and report on full action potential waveforms.

Multicolor Imaging with BeRST 1. One of the benefits of
voltage sensors in the far-red to NIR window is that these new
tools can be interfaced with a wide variety of blue, green, and
red optical tools. Of particular interest are the genetically
encoded optical tools based on GFP, since on the whole, these
fluorescent proteins are more widely used and exhibit more
predictable cellular and photophysical behavior than their red
fluorescent counterparts.42,43 We first established that BeRST 1
can perform multicolor imaging with some commonly used
molecular probes for cellular organelles: the nucleus and
mitochondria. We performed simultaneous three-color live cell
imaging with BeRST 1 (Figure 1c), rhodamine 123
mitochondrial stain (Figure 1d),44 and Hoescht 33342 nuclear
stain (Figure 1e).45 Under these conditions distinct cellular
components were clearly visible in 3 colors, establishing the
utility of BeRST 1 for multicolor imaging. (Figure 1c−f)
Functional information is often required from a subset of

cells, which are typically identified by the targeted expression of
a fluorescent protein. We next sought to establish the ability of
BeRST 1 to provide multicolor functional imaging, by pairing
BeRST 1 staining with GFP labeling. Neurons expressing
cytosolic GFP were loaded with BeRST 1 and then action
potentials were evoked via field stimulation (SI Figure S4).
Under these conditions, BeRST 1 gave large changes in
fluorescence in cells not expressing GFP, approximately 9.2%
ΔF/F per action potential (±1.6%), with a SNR of 62:1. GFP-
expressing cells in the same field of view gave virtually identical
responses (8.7 ± 0.8% ΔF/F, SNR = 63:1, n = 5 pairs of cells)
establishing that the response of BeRST 1 is not diminished by
the presence of GFP, nor by optical bleedthrough or cross-
excitation of GFP (SI Figure S4). We envision this method-
ology could be used to label cells or subcellular locales of
interest with an optically orthogonal fluorescent protein (GFP)
and then record from regions of interest (ROIs) defined by the
fluorescent protein. Although extracellular field stimulation
confirmed that the presence of GFP does not attenuate the
BeRST 1 optical response, it did not allow us to interrogate
independent signals coming from GFP-positive and -negative
cells, since all neurons respond to extracellular field stimulation.
To demonstrate that we could spatially segregate individual

neuronal activity in cultures expressing GFP, we imaged
spontaneous activity in the same cultures expressing GFP and
labeled with BeRST 1. Using GFP to define regions of interest,
we could clearly distinguish the activity of the cell of interest
from the surrounding cells. In Figure 4, the ROIs defined by the
GFP-positive neurons (#3 and #6) clearly display activity
strikingly different from the other four cells in the field of view.
Taken together, these experiments demonstrate the ability of
BeRST 1 to provide multisite optical recording of neuronal
activity in parallel with a GFP counterstain.
We next determined the ability of BeRST 1 to participate in

two-color, multifunctional imaging, that is, combining voltage
imaging with either Ca2+ imaging, voltage imaging, or
optogenetic manipulation via ChR2. The GCaMP28,29 family

Figure 2. Voltage sensitivity of BeRST 1 in HEK cells. (a) Plot of
fractional change in fluorescence (ΔF/F) vs time from BeRST 1-
stained HEK cells under whole-cell, voltage-clamp conditions. Cells
were held at −60 mV and stepped to hyper- or depolarizing potentials
(±100 mV) in 20 mV increments. (b) Plot of ΔF/F vs final membrane
potential. Error bars are ± standard error of the mean for n = 15 cells
from 3 different cultures.

Figure 3. Action potential (AP) visualization with BeRST 1. (a) Rat
hippocampal neurons were (b) stained with 1 μM BeRST 1 and field
stimulated to evoke action potentials that were (c) recorded optically.
Optical sampling frequency is 500 Hz, acquired with an EMCCD
camera under 63× magnification. Scale bar is 10 μm. In a separate
experiment, neurons were subjected to whole-cell current clamp and
stimulated to induce action potential firing. Dual electrical and optical
recording (1.8 kHz frame rate) are shown in panel (d). Black trace is
the electrophysiological recording and red circles represent the optical
response. A small stimulus artifact is apparent before and after the
action potential in the black trace.
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of Ca2+ sensors are one of the most widely used functional
probes for systems and cellular neuroscience. However, because
the excitation and emission spectrum of GCaMP lies squarely
within the regime of previous generations of VoltageFluors13,23

(as well as other functional probes), this has precluded the use
of GCaMPs with PeT-based voltage sensitive dyes. Neurons
expressing the genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor, GCaMP6s,29

which provides the largest fluorescence response to Ca2+, were
stained with BeRST 1 (Figure 5a and b). GCaMP6s-positive
neurons (Figure 5b) displayed bright green cytosolic
fluorescence, while membranes were clearly labeled with
BeRST 1 (Figure 5a). We evoked action potentials via field
stimulation and obtained optical recordings, first in the green
channel for GCaMP6s and then in the far-red to NIR channel
for BeRST 1, from a single cell expressing GCaMP6s and
stained with BeRST 1 (Figure 5a and b). In sequential optical
traces, both the rise in Vmem and rise in [Ca2+]i are clearly
visible (Figure 5c). Dual BeRST 1 and GCaMP6s imaging
enables discrimination of voltage and Ca2+ transients, with the
voltage transient (approximately 15% ΔF/F) preceding the
measured GCaMP6s signal (approximately 5% ΔF/F) for a
single evoked action potential (Figure 5c). One of the
advantages of voltage imaging is the ability to deconvolve fast
spiking that Ca2+ imaging, with its slower intrinsic signals and
slow probe unbinding kinetics, often cannot resolve. When
neurons expressing both GCaMP6s and stained with BeRST 1
were stimulated to evoke trains of action potentials at 5, 10, and
20 Hz, discrete Vmem responses corresponding to individually
evoked action potentials were visible in the BeRST 1 channel at
all frequencies (Figure 5d), while Ca2+ response as measured by
GCaMP6s were only discernible at 5 Hz, as measured by small
changes in on the rising edge of GCaMP6s fluorescence (Figure
5e). Due to the intrinsic response speed of BeRST 1, two-color
functional imaging should be generalizable to many other types
of Ca2+ indicators. These experiments highlight the ability of
BeRST 1 to participate in functional imaging experiments in
which multiple signals need to be interpreted in the same
system.
The nonoverlapping signals emanating from BeRST 1 and

GFP-based fluorophores provide a unique opportunity to
perform two-color voltage imaging. We expressed the
genetically encoded voltage sensor, ASAP1,19 in cultured
neurons and stained these neurons, as before, with BeRST 1
(Figure 6a−d). In response to an evoked train of action
potentials (Figure 6e), ASAP1 provides decreases in relative
fluorescence of about 6% ± 1.4% (S.E.M., with a signal-to-noise
ratio, SNR, of 8:1, n = 4 cells), which is consistent with the
reported value of −4.8% ΔF/F.19 BeRST 1, in the same cell,

under identical stimulation parameters (Figure 6e), gives a 15%
± 2.1% increase (S.E.M., SNR of 41:1, n = 4 cells), highlighting
the utility of BeRST 1 for measurement of fast spiking events
and for two-color voltage imaging with complementary
genetically encoded voltage sensors based on GFP.18

Optical Electrophysiology with BeRST 1 and ChR2.
Finally, we hoped to interface BeRST 1 with optogenetic tools
like ChannelRhodopsin2 (ChR2) in order to demonstrate the

Figure 4. Spontaneous voltage imaging in GFP-labeled cells with BeRST 1. Epifluorescence images of rat hippocampal neurons expressing (a) GFP
and (b) stained with BeRST 1. Scale bar is 20 μm. (c) Optical traces of spontaneous activity in neurons from panels (a) and (b). Numbers next to
traces correspond to indicated cells in panel (b). Optical sampling rate is 500 Hz.

Figure 5. Dual voltage and Ca2+ imaging with BeRST 1 and
GCaMP6s. Epifluorescence images of a rat hippocampal neuron
stained (a) with BeRST 1 and expressing (b) GCaMP6s. Scale bar is
20 μm. (c) Sequential Ca2+ and voltage imaging during field
stimulation of the neuron in panels (a) and (b). Voltage- (upper)
and Ca2+- (lower) induced changes in fluorescence. (d) Voltage- (left)
and (e) Ca2+- (right) induced fluorescence response to trains of action
potentials at the indicated frequency. Optical sample rate is 500 Hz for
BeRST 1 and 40 Hz for GCaMP6s.
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feasibility of using light to both actuate and record the Vmem of
living cells in an “all-optical” electrophysiology method-
ology.4,22,46 The action spectrum of ChR2 (470 nm peak
response),47 one of the more heavily used optogenetic tools,

contains significant overlap with the first generation of
VoltageFluor dyes. Although red-shifted variants of ChR have
been reported, all of them contain significant response peaks in
the blue region of the spectrum.48−51 For this reason, it is
advantageous to move the voltage-imaging component into the
far-red to NIR region of the spectrum to avoid cross-talk in the
optical channels for activation and recording.
Before carrying out optical recording of light-induced action

potentials, we investigated whether any optical cross-talk exists
between BeRST 1 and ChR2. We found a small amount of
cross excitation of BeRST 1. When excited at 475 nm, BeRST
1-stained cells show fluorescence that is approximately 4% the
intensity achieved with excitation at 631 nm (9.7 W/cm2, 475
and 631 nm, SI Figure S5a−d). Because ChR2 requires much
lower light intensity relative to typical imaging light intensities
for BeRST 1 (80 mW/cm2, 475 nm vs 20 W/cm2, 631 nm for
multicellular imaging), we estimate that less than 0.1% of
BeRST 1 signal comes from cross excitation of ChR2 in actual
imaging experiments.
Cross excitation is also observed upon excitation of BR and

BeRST 1 derivatives in vitro (SI Figure S6a and b). Excitation
of BR or BeRST 1 derivatives in aqueous buffer with cyan light
(475 nm) gives approximately 1% or 7% of the total emission
when compared to excitation at 630 nm,respectively (SI Figure
S6c). Violet excitation (390 nm) in vitro gives 16% (BR) and
35% (BeRST 1) of full emission (SI Figure S6c), which is
consistent with cross excitation of BeRST 1 in cellular
membranes (approximately 47% with 9.7 W/cm2 390 nm
excitation) (SI Figure S5c and d). HEK cells stained with
BeRST 1 are voltage sensitive when imaged under violet
illumination (SI Figure S5e, 390 nm excitation, 3.3 W/cm2, 680
nm emission). Studies are underway to probe the nature of this
exceptionally long pseudo-Stokes shift (290 nm) which may
involve energy transfer from the conjugated molecular wire.36

Having established that negligible cross excitation of BeRST
1 occurs (<0.1%) under experimental conditions, we next

Figure 6. Two-color voltage imaging with genetically encoded voltage-
sensitive fluorescent proteins and small molecule voltage-sensitive
dyes. Epifluorescence images of rat hippocampal neurons (a) stained
with BeRST 1 and (b) expressing the voltage-sensitive fluorescent
protein ASAP1. Zoomed-in region for functional imaging of voltage via
(c) BeRST 1 staining or (d) ASAP1 fluorescence. The magnified
regions correspond to the white boxes in panels (a) and (b). All scale
bars are 20 μm. Trains of action potentials evoked by field stimulation
at 5 Hz detected by changes in (e) BeRST 1 fluorescence (upper
trace) or ASAP1 fluorescence (lower trace). (f) A single action
potential, magnified from panel (e). Magenta is BeRST 1 and green is
ASAP1 fluorescence. The optical sampling rate was 1.25 kHz.

Figure 7. All optical electrophysiology with BeRST 1 and ChR2. Epifluorescence images of rat hippocampal neurons expressing (a) ChR2-YFP and
(b) stained with BeRST 1. Inset on panel (b) is the region inscribed by the dotted white box. The inset image is single frame used to acquire data for
panels (d) and (f). Scale bars are 20 μm (panel a/b) and 10 μm (panel b, inset). Simultaneous (c) electrophysiological and (d) optical recording of
membrane potential changes evoked by optogenetic stimulation of the neuron expressing ChR2-YFP and stained with BeRST 1. Cyan light (475 nm
LED, 80 mW/cm2) was provided in 5 ms pulses at a rate of 5 Hz. Magnified view of (e) electrophysiological and (f) optical recording of the action
potential highlighted in the red, dotted box from panels (c) and (d). Optical sampling rate was 1 kHz.
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sought to establish that BeRST 1 and ChR2 represent optically
orthogonal tools for probing and perturbing neuronal activity.
Neurons transiently expressing a ChR2-YFP fusion52 (Figure 7a
and SI Figure S7b) and loaded with BeRST 1 gave bright
membrane staining, as expected (Figure 7b and SI Figure S7a).
Stimulation of ChR2 with brief pulses of cyan light (5 ms, 475
nm, 80 mW/cm2) resulted in light-induced spikes in membrane
potential, as measured via patch clamp electrophysiology in
either whole cell (Figure 7c and d) or cell-attached (SI Figure
S7d) configurations. Control experiments in cells lacking ChR2
show no spiking (data not shown). Optical recording of light-
induced spikes with BeRST 1 matched the electrophysiolog-
ically recorded activity (Figure 7c vs d and e vs f; SI Figure S7d
and e). Of note is the high SNR achieved by BeRST 1 during
optical recordings. Although the SNR of BeRST 1 is low
compared to the highly sensitive whole-cell patch clamp
method (Figure 7c−f), optical sensitivity of BeRST 1 compares
favorably with records acquired by the less sensitive on-cell
patch clamp technique (SI Figure S7d and e).
As a final demonstration of the efficacy of using BeRST 1 in

conjunction with optogenetic tools, we sought to optically
probe network behavior in cultured hippocampal neurons.
Analysis of neuronal connectivity and function with cellular
resolution in intact brains remains an outstanding challenge,
making cultured hippocampal neurons an attractive model
system for studying both connectivity and function. Indeed,
experimental evidence shows that neurons in culture make
specific synaptic connections,53 mirroring connectivity encoun-
tered in vivo.
We imaged a large area of hippocampal neurons (370 × 62

μm, 20× magnification) stained with BeRST 1 and containing
just a single neuron expressing ChR2-YFP (Figure 8a−c and SI
Figure S8). Continuous optical recording over a period of
several seconds demonstrated, as before (Figure 4) that most
neurons remain relatively silent during the recording epoch.
Activation of the ChR2-YFP-expressing neuron with cyan light
(475 nm, 80 mW/cm2, 5 ms at 5 Hz, Figure 8e−g, cyan bars)

resulted, as before (Figure 7), in bursts of spikes from the
ChR2(+) neuron (Figure 8, blue trace) that exactly followed
the optical stimulation pattern. Unlike previous experiments, in
which the optical response of only the ChR2(+) cell was
captured (Figure 7 and SI Figure S7), the larger recording area,
allowed us to observe how activation of a single neuron affected
the surrounding cells (Figure 8 and SI Movies S2 and S3).
During the first optical stimulation (Figure 8e and f, cyan

bars; SI Movie S2), Neuron 1 (Figure 8c−e, black cell and
trace)the closest neighbor to ChR2-YFP-expressing Neuron
2 (Figure 8c−e, blue cell and trace)fires a single AP in
response to the second AP in Neuron 2 (Figure 8e, first red box
and Figure 8g, first region). Neurons 3 (Figure 8c−e, purple
cell and trace) and 5 (Figure 8c−e, orange cell and trace) are
only weakly coupled to Neuron 2’s firing and appear to initiate
their own doublet of spikes that propagate into Neuron 4
(Figure 8c−e, green cell and trace) and interrupt the optically
induced firing pattern of Neuron 2 (Figure 8d and e, first red
box). This spike doublet is separated by approximately 12 ms
and would be difficult to resolve with slower Ca2+ imaging.
During the second epoch of light stimulation, the response of

Neuron 1 (Figure 8d and f, black cell and trace; SI Movie S3) is
suppressed, and no longer appears strongly coupled to cues
from optically controlled Neuron 2 (Figure 8d and f, blue cell
and trace). The response of Neurons 3 and 5 are more strongly
correlated to the firing of Neuron 2 (Figure 8f and g, first red
box), while Neuron 4 (Figure 8d and f, green cell and trace)
remains silent with the exception of several spontaneous bursts
prior to optical activation of Neuron 2. Even in this “simple”
cultured hippocampal model, a high degree of interconnected-
ness exists, which would not be observable through methods
like Ca2+ imaging. Together, these experiments establish the
ability of BeRST 1 to work in concert with classic optogenetic
tools to optically interrogate the complexity of neuronal
connectivity and function.

Figure 8. Using BeRST 1 and ChR2 to perturb network activity. Cultured rat hippocampal (c) neurons transfected with (a) ChR2-YFP and stained
with (b) BeRST 1 were stimulated with 475 nm light (80 mW/cm2, 5 ms, 5 Hz, cyan bars) during two separate 3 s periods to evoke activity in the
ChR2-YFP-expressing cell. Scale bar is 20 μm. (d) Schematic representation of neurons from DIC image in panel (c), color-coded to match the
corresponding traces in (e−g). The blue ChR2(+) cell is depicted making possible connections to other neurons in the field of view. Optical records
of BeRST 1 responses were acquired at 500 Hz with an sCMOS camera during (e) an optical recording session and (f) subsequent trial, separated by
approximately 30 s (double hash). Numbers and colors of traces refer to specific neurons in panels (a−d). Red boxes indicate areas of the trace that
have been magnified for clarity in panel (g). Dotted gray lines are provided in panel (g) to help visually estimate the spike timing of BeRST 1-stained
neurons.
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■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have described the design, synthesis, and characterization of
a new sulfonated Si-rhodamine for use in voltage sensing
applications. The first member of this new class of sulfonated
far-red to NIR fluorophores, Berkeley Red Sensor of Trans-
membrane potential 1, or BeRST 1, displays bright, membrane-
localized fluorescence, is highly photostable, and extremely
voltage-sensitive. We show that BeRST 1 can detect action
potentials in cultured hippocampal neurons and that BeRST 1
interfaces readily with a number of other optical tools, making
BeRST 1 ideally suited for multicolor imaging with GFP, Ca2+

indicators like GCaMP, voltage sensors based on cpGFP such
as ASAP1, as well as optogenetic tools like ChR2. Use of
BeRST 1 alongside ChR2 permits noninvasive recording and
control of membrane potential in single cells and in neuronal
microcircuits.
There has been a resurgence, of late, in methods to optically

monitor membrane potential, with many promising candidates
arriving in the form of new genetically encoded voltage
sensitive fluorescent proteins and opsins. Small molecule
probes of membrane potential fill a vital role in this regard,
as molecular wire PeT voltage sensors require no genetic
manipulation, can be delivered to all cell types, respond rapidly
to fast voltage changes, and as we show here, can be tuned
across a wide color range. We have established that molecular
wire PeT voltage sensing based on a phenylenevinylene
molecular wire platform accommodates multiple types of
fluorophores and that new far-red to NIR voltage sensors
provide a convenient interface with well-established optical
tools. We anticipate that BeRST 1 will prove to be a valuable
tool in efforts to map membrane potential dynamics in a variety
of systems.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Methods for Chemical Synthesis. Chemical reagents

and solvents (dry) were purchased from commercial suppliers and
used without further purification. All reactions were carried out in
oven-dried flasks under N2. Thin layer chromatography (TLC)
(Silicycle, F254, 250 μm) and preparative thin layer chromatography
(PTLC) (Silicycle, F254, 1000 μm) were performed on glass backed
plates precoated with silica gel and were visualized by fluorescence
quenching under UV light. Flash column chromatography was
performed on Silicycle Silica Flash F60 (230−400 Mesh) using a
forced flow of air at 0.5−1.0 bar. NMR spectra were measured on
Bruker AVB-400 MHz, 100 MHz, AVQ-400 MHz, 100 MHz, Bruker
AV-600 MHz, 150 MHz. NMR spectra measured on Bruker AVII-900
MHz, 225 MHz, equipped with a TCI cryoprobe accessory, were
performed by Dr. Jeffrey Pelton (QB3). Chemical shifts are expressed
in parts per million (ppm) and are referenced to CDCl3 7.26 ppm,
77.0 ppm. Coupling constants are reported as Hertz (Hz). Splitting
patterns are indicated as follows: s, singlet; d, doublet; sep, septet dd,
doublet of doublet; ddd, doublet of double of doublet; dt, doublet of
triplet; td, triplet of doublet; m, multiplet. High-resolution mass
spectra (ESI EI) were measured by the QB3/Chemistry mass
spectrometry service at University of California, Berkeley.
Isopropyl 2,5-dibromobenzenesulfonate (2). 1,4-Diazabicyclo-

[2.2.2]octane (0.81 g, 7.2 mmol, 1.2 equiv) was added to 2,5-
dibromobenzenesulfonyl chloride54 (2.0 g, 6.0 mmol, 1.0 equiv) in 3:2
CH2Cl2/

iPrOH (v/v) (5.0 mL) slowly at 0 °C. White precipitate
started to form. The reaction mixture was warmed to RT and stirred
for 30 min. After the precipitate was removed by filtration, the filtrate
was concentrated under reduced pressure and purified by flash column
chromatography (5:1 hexanes/EtOAc) to afford the product as a white
solid (1.3 g, 3.7 mmol, 62%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.25 (d, J
= 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.57 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.3 Hz, 1H),
4.86 (sep, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H), 1.38 (d, J = 6.3, 6H); 13C NMR (150 MHz,

CDCl3) δ 138.8, 137.2, 136.8, 134.3, 121.4, 119.5, 79.3, 22.8; HRMS
(EI) calcd for C9H10Br2O3S

+ [M]+ 355.8712, found, 355.8717.
5-Bromo-2-(7-(dimethylamino)-3-(dimethyliminio)-5,5-dimethyl-

3,5-dihydrodibenzo[b,e]silin-10-yl) benzenesulfonate (bromo-Ber-
keley Red). To a CH2Cl2 (1.0 mL) solution of 3

36 (0.10 g, 0.31 mmol,
1.0 equiv), trifluoromethanesulfonic anhydride (0.10 mL, 0.59 mmol,
1.9 equiv) was added. This solution was stirred at RT for 30 min
(Solution A). In another flask, 2 (0.33 g, 0.93 mmol, 3.0 equiv) was
dissolved in CH2Cl2 (2.0 mL). The solution was cooled to −20 °C and
n-BuLi (1.6 M in hexane, 0.58 mL, 0.93 mmol, 3.0 equiv) was added
slowly. After 10 min, Solution A was added to the reaction mixture and
stirred for 1 h. The crude isopropyl ester protected-product was
obtained by PTLC (5:1:1 hexanes/EtOAc/CH2Cl2) and subjected to
1.0 M BBr3 in CH2Cl2 (2.0 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred at
RT overnight and purified by PTLC (10:1 CH2Cl2/CH3OH) to afford
the desired product as a dark blue solid (25 mg, 0.046 mmol, 15%). 1H
NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.51 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.53 (dd, J = 8.1,
2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (d, J = 9.5 Hz, 2H), 6.99 (d, J = 2.8 Hz, 2H), 6.89
(d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 6.58 (dd, J = 9.5, 2.8 Hz, 2H), 3.25 (s, 12H), 0.55
(apparent s, 3H), 0.53 (apparent s, 3H); 13C NMR (225 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 173.6, 153.9, 148.3, 148.2, 143.5, 134.3, 132.2, 131.1, 130.2,
129.0, 122.9, 119.4, 113.3, 40.6, −0.9, −1.2; HRMS (ESI) calcd for
C25H27BrN2NaO3SSi

+ [M + Na]+ 565.0587, found, 565.0590.
(2-(7-(Dimethylamino)-3-(dimethyliminio)-5,5-dimethyl-3,5-

dihydrodibenzo[b,e]silin-10-yl) benzenesulfonate) (Berkeley Red).
Berkeley Red was prepared according to the same procedure
described above from 3 (50 mg, 0.15 mmol, 1.0 equiv),
trifluoromethanesulfonic anhydride (26 μL, 0.15 mmol, 1.0 equiv),
155 (83 mg, 0.30 mmol, 1.5 equiv) and n-BuLi (1.6 M in hexane, 0.19
mL, 0.30 mmol, 1.5 equiv). The product was obtained as a dark blue
solid (6.3 mg, 0.014 mmol, 9%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.35
(dd, J = 8.4, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.54 (ddd, J = 8.4, 7.5, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.39
(apparent td, J = 7.5, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.36 (d, J = 9.6 Hz, 2H), 6.99 (dd, J
= 7.5, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 6.98 (d, J = 2.9 Hz, 2H), 6.56 (dd, J = 9.6, 2.9 Hz,
2H), 3.23 (s, 12H), 0.56 (apparent s, 3H), 0.53 (apparent s, 3H); 13C
NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3) δ 175.8, 153.9, 148.2, 146.8, 143.8, 135.3,
129.4, 129.4, 128.9, 128.6, 127.9, 119.2, 113.3, 40.5, −0.9, −1.2;
HRMS (ESI) calcd for C25H28N2NaO3SSi

+ [M + Na]+ 487.1482,
found, 487.1478.

(5-((E)-4-((E)-4-(Dimethylamino)-2-methoxystyryl)styryl)-2-(7-(di-
me thy l am ino ) - 3 - ( d ime th y l im in i o ) - 5 , 5 - d ime th y l - 3 , 5 -
dihydrodibenzo[b,e]silin-10-yl)benzenesulfonate) (BeRST 1).
Bromo-Berkeley Red (5.0 mg, 9.2 μmol, 1.0 equiv), 4 (2.6 mg, 9.3
μmol, 1.0 equiv), Pd(OAc)2 (1.1 mg, 4.5 μmol, 0.50 equiv), P(o-tol)3
(2.8 mg, 9.2 μmol, 1.0 equiv) and NEt3 (50 μL) were dissolved in
DMF (0.10 mL). The solution was stirred at 75 °C and the progress of
the reaction was monitored by TLC. After the reaction was complete,
the crude mixture was purified by PTLC (10:1 CH2Cl2/CH3OH) to
afford the product as a dark green solid (4.2 mg, 5.7 μmol, 62%). 1H
NMR (900 MHz, 10:1 CDCl3/CD3OD (v/v)) δ 8.34 (d, J = 1.8 Hz,
1H), 7.53 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (apparent s, 4H), 7.43 (d, J =
8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.39 (d, J = 16.4 Hz, 1H), 7.27−7.21 (m, 3H), 7.14 (d, J
= 16.4 Hz, 1H), 6.99−6.94 (m, 3H), 6.91 (d, J = 16.4 Hz, 1H), 6.55
(dd, J = 9.7, 2.8 Hz, 2H), 6.31 (dd, J = 8.5, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 6.19 (d, J =
2.4 Hz, 1H), 3.85 (s, 3H), 3.21 (s, 12H), 2.95 (s, 6H), 0.50 (apparent
s, 3H) 0.48 (apparent s, 3H); 13C NMR (225 MHz, 10:1 CDCl3/
CD3OD (v/v)) δ 173.3, 158.0, 153.9, 151.4, 148.1, 145.2, 143.3, 138.7,
138.5, 134.9, 134.4, 130.4, 129.6, 128.8, 127.1, 126.9, 126.2, 126.2,
126.2, 125.9, 124.1, 123.7, 119.3, 115.0, 113.2, 105.2, 95.6, 55.3, 40.4,
40.3, −1.2, −1.4; HRMS (ESI) calcd for C44H48N3O4SSi

+ [M + H]+

742.3129, found, 742.3118.
Spectroscopic Measurements. Stock solutions of BR and

BeRST 1 were prepared in DMSO (1.0−10 mM) and diluted with
TBS (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.15 M NaCl) solution containing
0.10% (w/w) SDS (1:100−1:1000 dilution). UV absorbance spectra
were acquired on a Shimadzu 2501 Spectrophotometer (Shimadzu).
Fluorescence spectra were recorded on a Quantamaster Master 4 L-
format scanning spectrofluorometer (Photon Technologies Interna-
tional) equipped with an LPS-220B 75-W xenon lamp and power
supply, A-1010B lamp housing with integrated igniter, switchable 814
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photon-counting/analog photomultiplier detection unit, and MD5020
motor driver. Samples for absorption and fluorescence measurements
were contained in 1 cm path length quartz cuvettes (Starna Cells).
Relative quantum yields were measured in TBS solution containing
0.10% (w/w) SDS or in CH3OH and referenced to cresyl violet in
CH3OH, which has a quantum yield of 0.54.56

Cell Culture and Imaging. All animal procedures were approved
by the UC Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committees and conformed
to the NIH Guide for the Care and Use and Laboratory Animals and
the Public Health Policy.
Human embryonic kidney 293T (HEK) cells were passaged and

plated onto 12 mm glass coverslips precoated with Poly-D-Lysine
(PDL; 1 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) to provide a confluency of ∼15%
and 50% for electrophysiology and imaging, respectively. HEK cells
were plated and maintained in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 4.5 g/L D-glucose, 10% FBS and 1%
Glutamax.
Hippocampi were dissected from embryonic day 18 Sprague−

Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratory) in cold sterile HBSS (zero
Ca2+, zero Mg2+). All dissection products were supplied by Invitrogen,
unless otherwise stated. Hippocampal tissue was treated with trypsin
(2.5%) for 15 min at 37 °C. The tissue was triturated using fire
polished Pasteur pipettes, in minimum essential media (MEM)
supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Scientific),
2% B-27, 2% 1 M D-glucose (Fisher Scientific) and 1% glutamax. The
dissociated cells were plated onto 12 mm diameter coverslips (Fisher
Scientific) pretreated with PDL (as above) at a density of 30−40 000
cells per coverslip in MEM supplemented media (as above). Neurons
were maintained at 37 °C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. At 3
days in vitro (DIV) half of the MEM supplemented media was
removed and replaced with Neurobasal media containing 2% B-27
supplement and 1% glutamax. Transfection of genetic tools was carried
out using Lipofectamine 3000 at 7 DIV. Functional imaging was
performed on mature neurons 13−20 DIV, except electrophysiological
experiments which were performed on 12−15 DIV neurons.
Unless stated otherwise, for loading of HEK cells and hippocampal

neurons, BeRST 1 was diluted in DMSO to 1 mM, and then diluted
1:1000 in HBS (in mM) 140 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 D-glucose
1.3 MgCl2 and 2 CaCl2; pH 7.3 and 290 mOsmol. All imaging
experiments were performed in HBS.
General Imaging Parameters. Epifluorescence imaging was

performed on an AxioExaminer Z-1 (Zeiss) equipped with a
Spectra-X Light engine LED light (Lumencor), controlled with
Slidebook (v6, Intelligent Imaging Innovations). Coincident excitation
with multiple LEDs was controlled by Lumencor software triggered
through a Digidata 1332A digitizer and pCLAMP 10 software
(Molecular Devices). Images were acquired with either a W-Plan-
Apo 20×/1.0 water objective (20×; Zeiss) or a W-Plan-Apo 63×/1.0
water objective (63×: Zeiss). Images were focused onto either an
OrcaFlash4.0 sCMOS camera (sCMOS; Hamamatsu) or an eVolve
128 EMCCD camera (EMCCD; Photometrix). More detailed imaging
information for each experimental application are detailed in the
Supporting Information.
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